
 

Specification for Active Tollerton Project – Phase 1 - 2018-19 
 

Led by Tollerton Parish Council and the Tollerton Community Trust, Active Tollerton seeks to improve opportunity 
and access to quality facilities and organised coaching for all. The project also has a strong focus on young people, 
seeking to provide opportunities for play, sport, leaning and embedding positive lifestyle choices for the future. 

http://www.tollertonparishcouncil.gov.uk/improving-tollerton-our-plans-for-the-future/active-tollerton/ 

Tollerton parish Council is seeking the supply, delivery and installation of the following with appropriate surfacing as 
part of the Active Tollerton Project: 

1. Interactive Play Equipment 
2. Adventurous (multi) Play Equipment 
3. Gym Equipment 

Bids for each of these three requirements will be evaluated separately.  

Suppliers are welcome to submit multiple bids if they consider that there are a number of suitable options that meet 
the requirements – particularly for Adventurous Play. 

 

1. Interactive Play   
Equipment to be provided will offer access to a number of games without the need for further accessories.  
The games should include a mix of active and educational activities.  The Games should be accessible to 
young people, families and those with additional needs or disabilities.  The budget is around £30k 

Ideally the colour / style will be natural/wood. 

Space available is likely to be around 8mx8m 

 

What to include 

Price should include options for surfacing appropriate to the equipment.  The overall price should reflect 
the minimum standard of surfacing with options to improve on these and include a recommendation as to 
the most appropriate for the equipment 

Details of electricity requirements should be provided to specify what work is included in the price.  

Eg electricity supply should be provided to connect to with xx connection 

The bid should detail how this product can contribute to our Active Tollerton Project (social value) 

A 10 year or greater warranty would be preferable. If this is not standard then options for extended 
warranty should be provided 

  

 

2. Adventurous (multi) Play  
 This is possibly a one off opportunity for us to provide a feature piece/combination of equipment that 
encourages adventure.  It si aimed at 6 – 12 year olds  

It should be challenging whilst also providing for some group play/role play.   

This could be tower based multi play equipment with the towers allowing for role play/chase style play 
“bases”. Preferably this would include 5 or more high level platform (absolute minimum of 4). 

Multiple pieces of equipment joined together or located next to each other would be acceptable to 
achieve this as long as they offered a continuous traverse 



It should include mostly challenging elements for travelling between towers, access and egress, including 
climbing and balancing at height and hanging underneath (ie not walkways).   

There should be a mix of egress options eg large pole, speed slide etc. Access should not be too easy eg 
climbing walls would preferably be tall and vertical.   

Ideally the colour / style will be natural/wood or complement existing equipment. 

Preferred area is likely to be around 20x 12 m though more space could be found for the right equipment.  
Budget of around £50-£55k available, other funding might be sought for the right package. 

 

What to include 

Price should include options for surfacing appropriate to the equipment.  The overall price should reflect 
the minimum standard of surfacing with options to improve on these and include a recommendation as to 
the most appropriate for the equipment 

The bid should detail how this product can contribute to our Active Tollerton Project (social value) 

Added value 

Additional items that complement the multi play unit/s as part of the adventure play may also be 
included.  Options identified could include trampolines, a pendulum swing or monkey bars. Free standing 
nets and climbing walls might also be appropriate. 

 

 

3. Community Gym  
 To provide a health and fitness space for the community.  Equipment will be used for warm up/warm 
down for sporting activities (football, muga etc) as well as independent work outs.  Equipment and layout 
should have regard to social element of work out, for example some equipment might be in pairs to allow 
two people to undertake an exercise together or equipment may be set facing each other.  A budget of 
£15-20k is available for this part of the project 

Equipment should be accessible to mixed abilities with the option to reduce or increase resistance 
preferable.   

Materials should be available to assist users to understand and get most benefit from the equipment. We 
are also looking for some simple signage for a running route around the Open Space linked to the 
community gym.  This could support the school daily mile initiative at weekends (approx 5 times around 
the open space for a mile approx 3 times for a km) 

Mix of static eg Pull up Bars / Sit ups Beams and dynamic gym equipment for a varied workout.  Approx 2 
static and 7 dynamic pieces of equipment should be provided 

 

What to include 

Price should include options for surfacing appropriate to the equipment.  The overall price should reflect 
the minimum standard of surfacing with options to improve on these and include a recommendation as to 
the most appropriate for the equipment. Note Grass is an acceptable minimum surface for this part of the 
project.   

The bid should detail how this product can contribute to our Active Tollerton Project and active 
participation in outdoor exercise (social value) 

 

 



 

 

Timescales 

All bids must: 

 be on official letter headed paper 
 include a completed summary document (Summary of Bid for Active Tollerton) 
 be received at the Parish Rooms, Burnside Grove, Tollerton by 1pm on Wednesday 18 July 2018 

Quality and Social Value will be key considerations in the assessment of these. 

Funding for the project has already been secured from WREN and the Parish Council must submit quotes for work by 
the end of July in order to access this funding. 

Design work to be completed by end of August 

Work to install to commence after the school summer holidays  

Completion no later than the commencement of the October half term of Tollerton School. 

 

 

Site constraints and future phases of the project 

The car park can be closed, locked and used as a site office/store/delivery point during installation works 

Installation should seek to have minimal impact / closures for other parts of the Open Space 

A pipeline runs across the Open Space and installation in proximity will be subject to obtaining the appropriate licence 
and supervision.  In the last two year the Council installed tarmac over the car par across the pipeline under licence. 

Design / siting of equipment should allow for a secondary vehicle access point from the car park onto the grass.  This 
is currently between the playground and changing rooms. It would be preferable to retain this here, though may be 
moveable to across the back of the Muga 

The changing rooms can be relocated from the current location. This could be the grass at the far end of the car park 
(though this would block the option of providing a secondary vehicle access behind the muga). It could be based on 
the unused section of the car park though this would be less preferable.  The Council is currently looking at options for 
a permanent replacement to include outdoor toilets for users 

The community gym would preferably be close to the MUGA or football pitch and new changing rooms 

Interactive and adventure play would preferably be sited close to the existing play equipment 

Design should allow for relocation of picnic tables to offer space for parents to watch users of the equipment.  The 
Council would be interested in separate prices for 2 further picnic tables and (triangular) sun/shade sails on wood 
posts to cover them. These might be located between the adventure and existing playground, whilst the two existing 
picnic tables might be re-sited to offer a better view of the football pitch 

Design may also consider space for two outdoor table tennis tables. These are not part of the current phase and 
separate quotes for these may also be provided 

 
 

 


